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It's been a summer of changes for July Carter, who has left the high stakes racing season at

Saratoga with not only a young filly to call her own, but also an unexpected boyfriend. Change, it

appears, is good.But as the Thoroughbreds return to Belmont Park for fall races, July is caught up in

all of those summer changes. With Kali struggling at her new barn, college applications to write, and

her relationship with Beck frustratingly undefined, July doesn't know what to tackle first. On top of it

all, her mother is back in New York to ride Lighter, the barn's most promising--if completely

crazy--colt, stirring up trouble in the shedrow, which now sits mostly empty. When Lighter goes lame

during a workout, July simmers over. And when Beck decides that she might be too much for him,

July finds herself staring down another change. This time, it's unwelcome. This time, her heart is on

the line.Fans of Stay the Distance will be eager to return to July's story of family relationships, new

love, and the exciting world of Thoroughbred racing.
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I literally have read Every Singl Book about July Carter and Absolutely Loved Ever Single Book!!

Thanks for the Good Read Mara.....You can write a trilogy about July, Beck and college.......then

write a trilogy about Martina being barn manager and juggling g her love interest of the older Delany

son and then a trilogy of July and her sister Martinas folks getting back together......I would by them

all and enjoy the read......Thanks Again, Martha Blake

Real characters in real-life situations make this an enjoyable series. The gritty racetrack life is the

perfect backdrop for the drama and imperfections of family life.

Absolutely loved this book, read it in one day! Looking forward to me from this series and from the

author.

Can't wait for the next book!

Life hasn't given July Carter an easy hand. Her mother, who has only recently come back into their

lives, is making life more challenging than it needs to be. On top of that, July has a major life

decision to make, which college should she go to? Should she follow her heart or her head? But at

least one thing is for certain, she has Beck. He would never let her down....would he?What an

emotional, roller-coaster of a ride book 2 in the Staying The Distance series turned out to be. This is

more than just another horse book for pony-obsessed teenagers. This is a coming of age story. We

follow July as she struggles to come to terms with her future, that suddenly doesn't seem so certain

as it was once before. She discovers that her dream of having her mother back in her life is not

quite what she had envisaged. And the pain she goes through when Beck decides that he isn't in

the right place for a relationship with her is truely heartbreaking. I felt her pain.Dabrishus has not

only created a wonderfully compelling story that kept me turning the pages, but she has also

created characters that I could believe in, and dialogue that jumped off the page. Beautiful.The story

is fast-paced, and it kept me turning the pages. I did not want to put this book down. I can not praise

this book enough.What a fantastic addition to the series. I Highly Recommend.* I received an ARC

of this book, from the author, in exchange for an honest review*

All Heart is a coming of age story with complex characters and complicated horses. The book is

sure to please horse crazy readers of all ages and the narrator does a lovely job giving the girl

telling the story a voice."This book was given to me for free at my request and I provided this



voluntary review."

Horses, dedicated human caregivers, and a little romance/drama makes this book a winner! Ms.

Dabrishus' writing makes you feel like you are up early and working hard. I especially love her

descriptions of the horses and their behaviors; it's spot on. We have our own retired "Lighter" in our

barn and I always wondered how he may have behaved in his former life. Now I know! My respect

and admiration goes to all the workers on the backside!

This book held my attention well. I got so I read longer and longer each time I picked this book up to

read and then....darn it I was done
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